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Law enforcement agencies and settlement of the conflict  
Challenges and prospects  

 
 
 
 
More than seventeen years have passed since the time when the armed conflict in the eastern region 
of the Republic of Moldova ended in a deadlock situation. Although in all these years there have 
been no armed confrontations, until now the status and the future of this region are as indeterminate 
and uncertain as they were throughout all this period of time. Lack of a strong political commitment 
in the settlement process, confirmed by successive actions, lack of credible progress and clear future 
prospects, largely favoured the growing rift between the two sides and continuous drift to different 
political, legal, economic and social systems.    
 
During this period of time both sides – the constitutional authorities of the Republic of Moldova and 
the separatist authorities of the Transdniester region – step by step have set up and strengthened their 
own state systems and institutions, without even examining their eventual capacities to cooperate 
with similar institutions of the other side. Already for a generation these institutions operate 
separately, forced by political authorities to rule out official contacts and de facto to support the 
political confrontation between the two systems. Step by step this rift at the official level has 
descended more and more to personnel level, representatives of these institutions maintaining less 
mutual contacts, in fact lacking any motivation for bilateral relations and cooperation.  
 
In some areas this rift between institutions has a fierce confrontation nature, in the “Cold War” style, 
oscillating from heated to calm periods, depending on the political situation, the momentary will and 
objectives of the power. This is fist of all true for the security filed, especially for the law 
enforcement agencies – the institutions which by definition and by law have the task to maintain law 
and public order, to “defend, in strict compliance with the law, life, health and freedoms of citizens, 
society and state interests, from criminal and other illegal attacks” 1.      
 
Role, missions, tasks, organisation, military nature and specific potential of these institutions – all 
these features together have determined the fact that these institutions were a very important target 
and at the same time tool of political forces in struggle for power. At the same time, political 
involvement of these institutions triggered transformation of political struggle into an armed conflict.  
 
Deep politicisation of these institutions, which existed during the soviet times, was their main 
vulnerability, but also of the whole justice system and law enforcement allowing massive 
involvement of law enforcement officers in political struggle, which resulted in splitting up of the 
institutions and their division into two adversary sides. For one side the law preserved its superiority 
over political opinions and confrontations, while for the other one the law was subordinated to 
political opinions and beliefs, or personal interests.     
 
In this context, it is important to take into account two important aspects of the situation at that time. 
On the one hand, the political crisis of the early 90s was accompanied by a crisis of the legislative 
framework. This framework being based on principles of a totalitarian system had become largely 
obsolete and inadequate for the real situation and society expectations in a difficult democratisation 
process. On the other hand, this legislative framework which continued to guide justice and home 
affairs institutions traditionally was positioning on the first place the state which at that moment had 
become just a concept and also the institutions which were in deep crisis with many and broadening 
fissures. Within this legislative framework the citizen, the person, life and dignity were on a lower 
                                                
1 Law of the Republic of Moldova on police nr.416-xii of 18.12.90. Law on militia of the Transdniester Moldovan 
Republic of July 18, 1995.  
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level in the system of values and priorities. This contradiction between the legislative framework and 
the system of values was a very important element, which, on the one hand, explains internal rift of 
the justice system and on the other hand, the active involvement of the law enforcement agencies in 
political struggle and later on their role in the armed conflict.   
 
The armed conflict had a serious impact on these institutions. The initial fissure created by division 
based on political criteria was deepened and “cemented with blood”, with lives of their employees, 
with the memory of comrades fallen in battles, with fear for eventual consequences for the 
committed illegalities, with deaths of ordinary people, whom these institutions had the destination, 
task and main mission to defend.  
 
On both sides the law enforcement agencies used force “in good faith”, “in accordance with the 
supreme interests of the state/people”; on both sides the motivation was respect and enforcement of 
the law; on both sides those who used force were considered heroes, while the responsibility for 
casualties was attributed to the other side.   
 
Deep politicisation of these institutions and their active involvement in political struggle, factors 
which initially had contributed to division and conflict were also the factors which largely 
contributed to maintenance without big changes of the values of these institutions and their future 
functioning. Thus, relations between the two law enforcement structures and their actions were 
greatly determined not by problems related to fighting crime, not to problems the citizens were faced 
with as a result of the “cold war” between the justice systems on the two banks, but by political 
objectives in the process of negotiations and settlement of the Transdniester conflict, by changes 
from periods of political confrontation to “political thaw” which law enforcement agencies were 
called upon to support.    
 
It is quite surprising to establish that despite frequent changes, reforms and reorganisations of central 
public authorities and state structures, sometimes quite substantial, the law enforcement institutions 
practically were not affected by these processes. These institutions have changed very little in their 
legislative framework, missions, structure, organisation, functioning, ideology, spirit, values, 
conduct, but also authority, respect, results and efficiency compared to the situation of seventeen 
years ago.   
 
On both banks these institutions are involved in political struggle, while their authority is well 
beyond expectations, on both banks can be attested a feeling of inferiority and humiliation of the 
citizen in relations with the “law enforcers” and respect and enforcement of the law is highly 
dependent on political objectives.  
 
After the events of 2009 in the process of democratisation in the Republic of Moldova new prospects 
for launching a radical reform of police, its democratisation and demilitarisation have opened up. 
This situation will certainly influence the law enforcement agencies, their bilateral relations and their 
relations with the political power. In this context, it is important to rethink the role of the law 
enforcement agencies in the Transdniester conflict settlement process, to review the relationships 
between these institutions, the differences that exist and that could appear in the legislative 
framework, in their organisation and functioning once the process of reform and implementation of 
European standards advances.  
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Similarities and differences in the legislative framework 
 
As specified in the table below the basic laws of the law enforcement agencies have a similar 
structure and are largely identical in content. These laws determine a similar role and organisation of 
the institutions, as well as largely identical values, tasks and principles of activity.  
 

Comparative structure of the TMR Law on „The Militia” (of July 18, 1995)  
and Law of the Republic of Moldova on „The Police” (Nr.416-XII of 18.12.90) 

TMR LAW ON THE MILITIA  
18.07.1995 

LAW OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA ON POLICE  
Nr.416-XII of 18.12.1990 

TITLE I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Art.1. Militia of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic 
Art.2. Main tasks of militia  
Art.3. Militia principles of activity  
Art.4. Legislative regulation of militia activities 
Art.5. Militia activities and rights of citizens 
Art.6. Public nature of militia activities (Гласность 
работы милиции) 
Art.7. Support offered by state institutions, public 
associations, working collectives and citizens to 
fulfilment of militia tasks  
Art.8. Involvement of other law enforcement officers in 
fulfilment of militia tasks 

TITLE I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
Art.1. Police of the Republic of Moldova  
Art.2. Main tasks of police 
Art.3. Police principles of activity 
Art.4. Police activities and rights of citizens  
Art.5. Legislative regulation of police activities  
Art.6. Involvement of other law enforcement officers and internal 
troops in fulfilment of police tasks 
 

TITLE II. ORGANISATION, STRUCTURE AND 
MISSIONS OF THE TRANSDNIESTER MOLDOVAN 
REPUBLIC MILITIA 
Art.9. Militia system and its subordination. 
Art.10. Criminal militia.  
Art.11. Public order militia (local militia)  
Art.12. Special militia 
 

TITLE II  STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA POLICE  
 Art.7. Police structure and its subordination  
 Art.8. Cooperation in police system  
 Art.9. Competences of the Ministry of Interior in police activities 
for maintaining of public order and fighting crime  
 Art.10. Support offered by public administration authorities, 
public associations, working collectives and citizens to fulfilment 
of police tasks 
 Art.11. Supervision of compliance with legislation in police 
activities 

TITLE III MILITIA DUTIES AND RIGHTS   
 Art.13. Militia duties     
 Art.14. Militia rights   

TITLE III POLICE DUTIES AND RIGHTS 
 Art.12. Police duties  
 Art.13. Police rights  

TITLE IV USE OF FORCE, SPECIAL MEANS AND 
FIREARMS  
Art.15. Conditions and limitation of use of force, special 
means and firearms  
 Art.16. Use of physical force 
 Art.17. Use of special means  
 Art.18. Use of firearms 

TITLE IV USE OF FORCE, SPECIAL MEANS AND 
FIREARMS  
 Art.14. Conditions and limitation of use of force, special means 
and firearms 
 Art.15. Use of physical force 
 Art.16. Use of special means 
 Art.17. Use of firearms  

TITLE V SERVICE IN MILITIA   
Art.19. Militia officer  
Art.20. Employment and dismissal of militia personnel  
Art.21. Service in militia   
Art.22. Military service of a militia officer   
Art.23. Duties and rights of militia officers  
Art.24. Remuneration of militia officers  
Art.25. Incentives to militia officers  
Art.25. Training of militia officers  
Art.26. Responsibility of a militia officer  
 

TITLE V SERVICE IN POLICE 
 Art.18. Police officer  
 Art.19. Police personnel  
 Art.20. Service in police   
 Art.21. Dismissal from police  
 Art.22. Duties of police officers  
 Art.23. Rights of police officers  
 Art.24. Remuneration of police officers  
 Art.25. Incentives to police officers  
 Art.26. Responsibility of a police officer  
 Art.27. Compensations for damages caused by police officers  
 Art.28. Training of police officers  
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TITLE VI  LEGAL AND SOCIAL PROTECTION OF 
MILITIA OFFICERS   
Art.28. Legal protection of militia officers 
Art.29. Duty to subordinate to legitimate militia officers’ 
demands 
Art.30. Inadmissibility to interfere in activities of police 
officers  
Art.31. Right of a militia officer to professional risk  
Art.32. State insurance and compensation in case of death 
or injury of a militia officer 
Art.33. Providing living space to militia officers  
Art.34. Providing militia officers with places in pre-
school institutions 
Art.35. Providing militia officers with phones  
Art.36. Right of a police officer to use public transport 
free of charge   
Art.37. Right of Local Soviets of People’s Deputies and 
state administrations to establish social protection 
guarantees for militia officers 
Art.38. Rights of a militia officer on business trips 
Art.39. Consequences of non-guaranteeing social 
protection to a militia officer 

TITLE VI  LEGAL AND SOCIAL PROTECTION BY STATE  
Art.29. Legal protection of police officers  
Art.30. Duty to subordinate to police officers  
Art.31. Inadmissibility to interfere in activities of police officers  
Art.32. Right of a police officer to legal protection 
Art.33. Right of a police officer to professional risk  
Art.34. State insurance and compensation in case of death or injury 
of a police officer  
Art.35. Providing living space to police officers  
Art.36. Providing police officers with phones and places in pre-
school institutions  
Art.37. Right of a police officer to an additional paid vacation  
Art.38. Right of a police officer to use public transport free of 
charge  
Art.39. Rights of a police officer on business trips  
Art.40. Consequences of non-guaranteeing social protection to a 
police officer  

TITLE VII FUNDING AND LOGISTIC SUPPLY OF 
MILITIA 
 Art.40. Militia funding   
 Art.41. Militia logistic supply 

TITLE VII FUNDING AND LOGISTIC SUPPLY OF POLICE  
 Art.41. Police funding 
 Art.42. Police logistic supply  

TITLE VIII. CONTROL AND SUPERVISION OF 
POLICE ACTIVITIES  
Art.42. Control of Supreme Soviet of the Transdniester 
Moldovan Republic 
Art.43. Departmental control  
Art.44. Prosecutor’s Office supervision 

 

 
 
Differences identified comparing these two laws are minor and relate to the following: 
 

 In the Law on police the task to protect “life, health, honour, dignity, rights, freedoms, 
interests and property of citizens from criminal and other illegal acts” is on the first place in 
the list of tasks, while the first place task in the Law on militia is “maintenance of public 
order and security”. Thus, at least on the level of intentions, from 1990 the Republic of 
Moldova police has to pay appropriate attention to respect of fundamental human rights.   

 
 The Law on police provides that the police activities are based “on respect of individual 

citizens, being a guarantor of protection of their legitimate dignity, rights, freedoms and 
interests”.  

 
 The Law on militia calls for the state institutions, public associations, working collectives and 

citizens to provide assistance to militia in “maintenance of public order and fighting crime” 
and in case of non-compliance provides for legal prosecution.  

 
 The structure of militia set up by the Law includes criminal militia, public order militia 

(local) and special destination militia. Thus, the Law provides for the main division within 
militia based on specific destination, missions and objectives. On this matter the Law on 
police provides division in state and municipal police, which along specific destination and 
objectives presumes the criteria of subordination to local public administration. It is difficult 
to identify how useful or real this structural division within militia is and what is it effect as 
long as de facto the militia and the Tiraspol interior ministry structures are secret and 
eventual subordination relations to local public authorities are not confirmed. At the same 
time, in the case of the Republic of Moldova police there are affirmations that the Law has a 
declarative nature and de facto there is not a municipal police as a distinctive structure 
reporting to local public authorities. Thus, in both cases the law enforcement agencies are de 
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facto institutions with a high level of subordination and decision-making centralisation, where 
local public authorities have limited influence.   

 
The most important differences between the militia and the police are established through normative 
acts and are based on internal organisation, subordination and control. Thus, according to the Decree 
of the “President of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic” of 28.03.20022: 
 

 Ministry of interior of the TMR “is an executive body of the power and state leadership of 
protection of law order, set up by the President of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic …” 

 
 Ministry reports about the carried out activities to the President of the TMR; 

 
 Structure, system of agencies and subunits and personnel number of the ministry of interior is 

secret information; 
 

 Number of personnel of the ministry of interior is approved by the President of the TMR; 
 

 Minister of interior is appointed and dismissed by the President of the TMR; 
 

 Minister of interior is the head of all law enforcement officers; his decrees, directives and 
instructions are compulsory for implementation by all law enforcement officers; 

 
 Minister of interior issues normative acts compulsory for implementation by executive power 

bodies, local self-administration institutions, enterprises, institutions, organisations, 
regardless their ownership status, public organisations, officials and citizens; 

 
 Deputy ministers of interior are appointed and dismissed by the President of the TMR at the 

proposal of the minister of interior; 
 

 Minister of interior has the right to change the structure of the ministry of interior and to 
employ additional personnel for setting up subunits which are financed from extra-budgetary 
means, or own financial resources; 

 
 Minister of interior has the right to set up special destination subunits within the personnel 

limits established by the President of the TMR; 
 

 Internal and disciplinary rules for the law enforcement officers are set up by the minister of 
interior. 

 
The aforementioned provisions show a completely military structure of the ministry of interior of the 
TMR and an absolute vertical structure of power and a total subordination of the ministry exclusively 
to the President of the TMR.  
 
The Supreme Soviet of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic has no influence on the Ministry of 
interior, while principles and mechanisms of democratic control of armed forces and security system 
are completely lacking in the centralised and authoritarian practices established on the left bank of 
the Dniester. Although, within the Supreme Soviet there is a “Commission for law enforcement 
agencies, security, defence, fighting corruption, protection of rights and freedoms of citizens, 
peacekeeping activities” it has practically no role in the law enforcement agencies activities.   
                                                
2 Regulation of the ministry of interior approved by the Decree of the President of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic 
of April 7, 2005  
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From a formal viewpoint, according to the Commission regulation it task is “organisation and 
ensuring legislative activities of the Supreme Soviet of the Transdniester Moldovan Republic in 
problems of the Commission competences”. This Commission has no other tasks. Taking into 
account that the Law on militia was adopted in 1995 and in accordance with the Law all prerogatives 
in law enforcement agencies activities have been delegated to the President of the TMR the 
Commission de facto does not have any substantial responsibilities in this field.   
 
Relations between police and militia in the Security Zone 
 
Most frequent, but also most tensioned contacts between the militia and police forces take place in 
the Security Zone. Immediately after the end of the armed conflict on July 31, 1992, simultaneously 
with the beginning of the peacekeeping operation was set up the Joint Investigation Task Force 
consisting of employees of the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Moldova police and 
Transdniester militia. 
 
The decision to set up this group was dictated by the need to re-establish public order and fight crime 
in Tighina city, a city where military confrontations took place and which was declared city with an 
increased security regime. The task Force was subordinated to the Joint Control Commission and 
would work in cooperation with the Unified Military Command and Military Commandant’s Office. 
Each party was to delegate to this group employees who participated in the armed conflict. 
 
The joint police and militia activities quality and results within this Task Force were profoundly 
influenced by the objectives and tactics of political authorities used in the process of negotiations for 
the settlement of the Transdniestrian conflict and separatist authorities advancement of the objective 
of “statehood consolidation”. From the beginning both sides were tempted to use law enforcement 
agencies for achieving political goals and greatly contributed to continuous politicisation of their 
activities. If at the initial stage of the Task Force activities frequent conflict situations between militia 
and police employees were moderated by participation of soldiers in patrols and calls to the crime 
scene, when in 1993 after discontinuance of this practice conflicts between police and militia 
employees resulted in de facto giving up common activities.  
 
Over the time the Joint Control Commission, the Unified Military Command and ministries of 
interior of both sides were not able to create a viable joint working mechanism for maintenance of 
law and public order in Tighina city. Political arguments and motivations linked to the fight for 
control and influence over the territory and population prevailed and determined a continuous 
aggravation and degradation of relations between the law enforcement agencies. Each side was 
supporting its own position bringing irreconcilable blames and arguments.  
 
Thus, the refusal to recognised the authority and legitimacy of the police forces was traditionally 
motivated by the Transdniestrian side by the police role in June 19, 1992 events, attributing to the 
police the main responsibility for the outbreak of large-scale military actions in Tighina city. In the 
same context, the Transdniestrian side brought the argument that the Varnita village, suburb of 
Tighina city, self-administration authorities refused to allow on the village territory any activities of 
the Transdniester militia representatives. On the background of these accusations the Transdniestrian 
side have deployed around the city law enforcement checkpoints, which significantly diminished the 
capacity of Chisinau authorities to influence the situation in the Tighina city.  
 
From 1997 the Joint Control Commission has ceased the practice to hear the heads of the Joint 
Investigation Task Force and de facto stopped involving into the activities of the sides’ law 
enforcement agencies. From this period the Joint Control Commission and Unified Military 
Command have been involved only in situations of open conflict between the representatives of law 
enforcement agencies.  
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Conciliatory position of the Moldovan side in the framework of the negotiations process has been 
permanently used by the separatist authorities for a continuous consolidation of their position on the 
ground. Thus, within the Joint Control Commission and in the negotiations process the 
Transdniestrian side step by step insisted on annulment of the Decision of the Joint Control 
Commission on setting up the Joint Investigation Task Force arguing that de facto joint activities of 
the law enforcement agencies stopped and impossibility of such activities for maintenance of law and 
public order. Referring to the impossibility of police activities on the territory of Tighina city, 
impossibility to apply in parallel two legislations and two justice systems, and later on lack of any 
capacities of the Republic of Moldova authorities to apply its jurisdiction on this territory, the 
Transdniestrian side step by step managed to eliminate the Republic of Moldova law enforcement 
agencies from activities of maintenance of public order and fighting crime in Tighina city. In 
parallel, for consolidation of its own authority there was set up the city department of internal affairs 
subordinated directly to the Ministry of interior of the Transdniester region and by a Decision of the 
Supreme Soviet of People’s Deputies of Bender (Tighina) city of September 25, 2003 the police 
activities on the territory of the city were banned. Thus, presence of the police forces on the territory 
of Tighina city has only a symbolic nature of presence on a lost territory, but, at the same time, is a 
vulnerable target for eventual provocation in case of some intentions to escalate the situation in the 
zone.               
 
Departmental relations  
 
During a number of years after the end of the armed conflict the law enforcement agencies of both 
sides tried to avoid contacts at departmental level, while the relations between them, except those 
from he Security Zone, seldom were subject of negotiations.  
 
First important official document on reciprocal relations and need to cooperate in fighting crime was 
signed only on January 26, 1999. It was entitled: „Agreement on principles of cooperation between 
the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Moldova and the leadership of internal affairs institutions 
of Transdniestria”. This Agreement followed the signing of the „Agreement on confidence building 
measures and development of contacts between the Republic of Moldova and Transdniestria” of 
March 20, 1998.  
 
By this agreement between the ministries the sides recognised the need for cooperation in activities 
of maintenance of law order and for consolidation and development of relations between the law 
enforcement agencies have agreed: 
 

 To not allow in bilateral relations „manifestations of political, military, religious, ethnic, or 
any other nature that have no tangency with professional activities” (Article 1); 

 To ensure „in limits of their competences and on their territory protection of rights, legitimate 
interests and goods of citizens and legal entities of the other side equally to those of their own 
citizens and legal entities” (Article 2); 

 To provide reciprocal assistance: 
 In fighting crime, especially organised; 
 In search for criminals and persons that evade paying taxes, alimonies and fulfilment 

of contractual obligations; 
 In search for missing persons and identification of unknown persons; 
 In search of stolen vehicles, goods, documents and their return to legitimate owners; 
 In processing various demands and requests on cases or materials in process of 

investigation; 
 In transferring persons who have to face penal or administrative prosecution; 
 To initiate prosecution of their own citizens for illegal acts committed on the territory 

of the other side (Article 4); 
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 To provide reciprocal assistance in overcoming the consequences of natural disasters, 
accidents and catastrophes (Article 9); 

 To provide internship re-training courses for law enforcement officers, to have an exchange 
of normative and departmental documents, experience exchange on methods and tactics of 
fighting crime (Article 11). 

 
The Agreement was a very important document for the activities of both ministries and set up initial 
premises for promotion of joint actions in the process of fighting crime. Shortly after signing of the 
Agreement the ministries of interior proposed for signing a new much broader document, which 
extended and defined bilateral relations. This document, entitled “Complex program of joint actions 
in fighting organised crime, illegal traffic of drugs and armaments” was signed on July 13, 1999. In 
broad terms the program recognised the need of joint efforts and coordinated activities in fighting 
organised crime and provided for: 
 

 Drafting coordinated proposals on improvement of legislative framework and improvement 
of cooperation methods between the two institutions; 

 Right to direct contacts between officers from various subunits; 
 Joint setting up and use of a data exchange system for exchange of operational information; 
 Exchange of information about criminals, organisations involved in illegal activities, 

weapons, vehicles and other goods in search; 
 Joint use of capacities of the criminal investigations department of the Ministry of interior of 

the Republic of Moldova; 
 Joint drafting of methods and undertaking of actions of fighting crime; 
 Training of personnel. 

 
Shortly after signing of these documents the relations between the leadership of the Republic of 
Moldova and separatist authorities have suffered substantial changes, the process of settlement of the 
conflict between the two banks was “frozen” and implementation of all documents signed until that 
moment was ceased.  
 
Unfortunately, this situation has continued till nowadays and informal, unofficial contacts, lacking 
legal support between representatives of the law enforcement agencies of both sides have become 
“normal practice”. In a situation when the main task of these institutions is to ensure observance of 
law, fighting crime has become dependant on personal relations of officers of both sides, their level 
of mutual trust, or willingness to support the actions of their colleagues from the other side. In these 
conditions both institutions are in an extremely ambiguous situation, lacking the possibility to ensure 
fulfilment of their tasks, or only by encouraging practices that are far from legal norms. On the other 
hand, excessive politicisation of these institutions has resulted in subordination of departmental 
interests, but also the law, to the interests of the power. 
 
Revision of the process of settlement of the Transdniester conflict initiated along with the new 
political process in the Republic of Moldova, offers a chance to bring to normality the situation in 
this field and ensuring observance of laws on the entire territory of the Republic of Moldova. In such 
circumstances it is very important that the relations between these institutions and their subject of 
activity come back on the agenda of negotiations.  
 


